mother he had found his old friend Scipione de* Fieschi awaiting him,
and awaiting in impatience,
Scipione had not been idle in these months. With his gift of
intrigue and urged ever by his ambition for his house, he had been
diligently undermining the soil upon which Andrea Doria stood so
firmly planted. With his preparations complete he accounted that the
moment had arrived to spring the mine.
He had heard, as all Genoa had heard, of the reconciliation
•cemented by the betrothal of Prospero and the Lord Andrea's niece.
But Scipione had not for a moment permitted himself to be deceived
either by the reconciliation or the proposed marriage. He perceived,
he thought, not only why the Dorias hid sought to be reconciled with
one who had suddenly risen in the public favour, but also why
Prospero should have appeared to lend himself to that reconciliation.
It was a strategy that Scipione's tortuous mind entirely approved, and
the more warmly since it guaranteed him, as he supposed, a valuable
ally in his own projects. A bitter disillusion awaited him at the haads
of Prospero himself, who came now with flushed cheeks and sparkling
eyes from the acclamations that had hailed his landing.
Madonna Aurelia took him to her slender, shapsly arms. "You
•are happy, my child ?" she asked him.
He returned her kiss, and stood back to give a hand to Scipione
He laughed shortly. "It would all be amusing if it were less tedious.'.
"Amusing?"
"The voices that acclaim me today are the same that were clamour-
ing for our blood when last I heard them. Isn't that matter for
laughter?"
Scipione could have had no better cue. "Let it warn you, my
friend, to seize the mood before it changes. The men of Genoa belong
to you today. This is your opportunity.*'
Prosperous face was blank to that vehemence. He was conducting
his mother to her chair by a little table of ebony inlaid with ivory
cupids. They occupied a small room she had made peculiarly her own
in the great palace. It was hung with ivory damask and softly lighted
by a window which bore in stained glass a figure of St. Michael. He
seated her, and himself took a stool beside her. Thence he looked up
at Scipione, who remained standing.
"My opportunity for what?"
"For what?" Scipione repeated himself: "The men of Genoa
belong to you today." And he added significantly: "It is for you to
lead them. You are the man."
"Perhaps. But this is not the hour. Indeed, none could be worse
chosen. • The Emperor will arrive in two days* time. Am-1 to present
him with a revolution?"
"Well conducted, it will be accomplished hi two days. The means
are under my hand."
"Means to what?**
"To sweep these Dorias finally to Hell.*'
"They'll not be swept so easily.   The Lord Andrea never stood
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